In this article, it is shown that certain kinds of Selmer groups of elliptic curves can be arbitrarily large. The main result is that if p is a prime at least 5, then p-Selmer groups of elliptic curves can be arbitrarily large if one ranges over number fields of degree at most g þ 1 over the rationals, where g is the genus of X 0 ðpÞ: As a corollary, one sees that p-Selmer groups of elliptic curves over the rationals can be arbitrarily large for p ¼ 5; 7 and 13 (the cases pp7 were already known). It is also shown that the number of elements of order N in the N-Selmer group of an elliptic curve over the rationals can be arbitrarily large for N ¼ 9; 10; 12; 16 and 25. r
Introduction
In this article we show, for certain integers N; that N-Selmer groups of elliptic curves can be arbitrarily large. In order to do this, we use elliptic curves with a rational N-isogeny. Then we exploit a result of Cassels'. It says that the quotient of the sizes of the Selmer groups for an isogeny and its dual is, up to a small factor, equal to a quotient of the products of the Tamagawa numbers. Our technique is to find pairs of isogenous elliptic curves for which one has many more Tamagawa numbers of size N than the other.
An N-Selmer group can be broken up into the image of the Mordell-Weil group and the N-torsion of the Shafarevich-Tate group. Several authors have gone further than proving that certain Selmer groups can be arbitrarily large. They have shown that the N-torsion of the Shafarevich-Tate group can be arbitrarily large. In [2] , Cassels shows, for a class of elliptic curves over Q with j-invariant 0, that the 3-Selmer group can be arbitrarily large. Each of the elliptic curves has a rational 3-torsion point. He then uses the Cassels-Tate pairing to prove that indeed the 3-part of the Shafarevich-Tate group can be arbitrarily large.
In [1] , Bo¨lling uses a family of elliptic curves whose 2-torsion is all rational over Q to prove that the 2-Selmer group of an elliptic curve over Q can be arbitrarily large. He too uses the Cassels-Tate pairing to then prove that the 2-part of the Shafarevich-Tate group can be arbitrarily large.
In [8] , Kramer also uses a family of elliptic curves whose 2-torsion is all rational over Q: He uses a rational 2-isogeny to prove that a 2-Selmer group can be arbitrarily large. Then he computes the 2-Selmer group of the isogenous elliptic curve to bound the Mordell-Weil rank and thus prove that the 2-part of the Shafarevich-Tate group can be arbitrarily large.
In [4] , Fisher uses a family of elliptic curves whose 5-torsion, over Q; is isomorphic to Z=5Z"m 5 : Like Kramer, he uses a 5-Selmer group and the Selmer group with respect to a rational 5-isogeny to prove that a 5-Selmer group can be arbitrarily large and to bound the Mordell-Weil rank. Thus he shows that the 5-part of the Shafarevich-Tate group can be arbitrarily large. Using a family of elliptic curves with a rational point of order 7, he also proves that 7-Selmer groups can be arbitrarily large for elliptic curves over Q: Since there is no infinite family of elliptic curves over Q for which the 7-torsion is isomorphic to Z=7Z"m 7 ; he was unable to bound the Mordell-Weil rank.
Note that in the above articles, a rational N-torsion point was always used. By instead using rational isogenies of degree N; we can enlarge the choices of possible N's with which we can work.
Our main result is presented in Section 4. There we will show for p a prime at least 5, that p-Selmer groups can be arbitrarily large if we work over number fields of degree at most g þ 1 over Q where g is the genus of X 0 ðpÞ: This implies that p-Selmer groups over Q can be arbitrarily large for p ¼ 5; 7 and 13. The cases p ¼ 5 and 7 were already known, as described above.
In Section 5 we will show that the number of elements of orders p n ¼ 9; 16 and 25 can be arbitrarily large in the p n -Selmer group of an elliptic curve over Q: We do this by exploiting the fact that there are infinitely many elliptic curves over Q with a Qrational cyclic isogeny of degree p n whose kernel contains a rational point of order p nÀ1 : In Section 6 we will show that the number of elements of orders N ¼ 10 and 12 can be arbitrarily large in the N-Selmer group of an elliptic curve over Q:
When we combine the latter results, we get that the number of elements of order N; in the N-Selmer group of an elliptic curve over Q; can be arbitrarily large, when N ¼ 7; 9; 10; 12; 13; 16 or 25. We assume in these families that the N-torsion of the Shafarevich-Tate group is getting arbitrarily large. The alternative is that we have an easy method of obtaining arbitrarily large Mordell-Weil ranks of elliptic curves over Q; which seems very unlikely. However, there is no known efficient method of evaluating the Cassels-Tate pairing for elements of the Shafarevich-Tate group of these orders. In addition, there are no infinite families of elliptic curves over Q for which the N-torsion is isomorphic to ðZ=NZÞ 2 or Z=NZ"m N over Q for these N's. So we do not know how to prove in our cases, that the number of elements of order N in the Shafarevich-Tate groups is getting arbitrarily large.
Selmer groups and Shafarevich-Tate groups
Suppose K is a number field. Let E and E 0 be elliptic curves over K and j : E-E 0 be an isogeny over K: Let G K denote the absolute Galois group of K: Then there is an exact sequence of G K -modules
By taking Galois-invariants, we get the following long exact sequence (see [14, Appendix B]):
This gives the following exact sequence:
Let q be a prime of K: We denote the absolute Galois group of K q simply by G q : We have a similar exact sequence for K q : This gives us the following commutative diagram. The products are taken over all primes q of K: The latter two vertical arrows are products of restriction maps.
Definition 1. The j-Selmer group of E over K is defined to be ker Q b q : We denote it by S j ðE=KÞ: The Shafarevich-Tate group of E over K is the kernel of the map
We denote it by VðE=KÞ:
We will need the following result. 
If m; nAZ >0 are relatively prime then the following sequence is exact 0-S m ðE=KÞ-S mn ðE=KÞ -m S n ðE=KÞ-0:
The sizes of the j-Selmer group and the # j-Selmer group are related by the following Theorem of Cassels'. Let E 0 ðK q Þ denote the group of K q -rational points with nonsingular reduction with respect to a minimal Weierstrass equation for E over K q (see [14, Chapter VII]). Definition 2. Define the Tamagawa number c E;q as #ðEðK q Þ=E 0 ðK q ÞÞ:
Theorem 1 (Cassels [3] ). Suppose j is an isogeny from E to E 0 over K: Let o and o 0 be bases for the integral 1-forms on E and E 0 over K; respectively. Then
where v runs through the infinite places, and q runs through the finite places. with k an integer such that jkjp2n:
Tamagawa numbers
In this section we state a few properties of Tamagawa numbers, which we will use later on. We denote the discriminant of a given Weierstrass equation of the elliptic curve E by DðEÞ: We denote the minimal discriminant of E at the prime q by D q ðEÞ: Proposition 2. Suppose E=K q is an elliptic curve. Then c E;q ¼ 1 when E has good reduction at q: If the reduction is additive or non-split multiplicative then c E;q p4: If the reduction at q is split multiplicative then c E;q ¼ v q ðD q ðEÞÞ ¼ Àv q ð jðEÞÞ:
with p i prime, p i j degðjÞ and n i an integer such that jn i jpv p i ðdegðjÞÞ:
All valuations in this article will have Z as their image.
Proof. All statements except the last can be found in [15, p. 46] . A Tamagawa number counts the size of the component group of the special fiber of the Ne´ron model of an elliptic curve over K q : The last statement follows from the fact that j induces a homomorphism on these component groups. &
Remark 2.
If j is an isogeny of degree p n (with p prime), then the number of elements in the j-Selmer group is a pth power. So if p is bigger than 3 and we want to apply Theorem 1, then the only finite primes we need to consider are those which have split multiplicative reduction. At other finite primes, we have c E;q =c E 0 ;q ¼ 1:
Proposition 3. Let j be an isogeny of degree p from E to E 0 over K: Suppose the reduction at q is multiplicative. Then v q ðD q ðEÞÞ=v q ðD q ðE 0 ÞÞ ¼ p or 1=p: The second case occurs if and only if Eð %
Proof. Suppose the reduction at q is non-split multiplicative. Then there exists a degree 2 unramified extension L=K q ; such that E=L has split multiplicative reduction, and the minimal discriminant of E=L is the same as the minimal discriminant of E=K q : So we may assume that the reduction is split multiplicative. Let a be the Tate parameter for E=K q : From [9, Chapter 15, Theorem 2], it follows that over a finite extension of K q ; we have E ¼ E /aS is isogenous with the Tate curves E /a p S (by bAK
and that these isogenies are of degree p: Hence we have p þ 1 elliptic curves which are the image of an isogeny of degree p: Since Eð % K q Þ has p þ 1 different subgroups of order p; we have found all curves that are the image of an isogeny of degree p: The first statement follows now from v q ðD q ðE /aS ÞÞ ¼ v q ðaÞ:
If the isogenous curve is E /a p S then the kernel of the isogeny, when considered on K n q =/aS; is m p : Since E 0 ð % K q Þ is isomorphic to the image of the units of the integer ring in % K q ; the kernel of the isogeny is contained in
; then the kernel of the isogeny is / ffiffi ffi a
p-Selmer groups
In this section we will show for p a prime with pX5; that the size of S p ðE=KÞ can be arbitrarily large, where ½K:Qpg þ 1 and g is the genus of X 0 ðpÞ:
Every point of X 0 ðpÞðKÞ; not a cusp, corresponds to an elliptic curve over K with a G K -invariant subgroup of order p (see [13, Section 6.7] ). Note that if two elliptic curves over K have the same j-invariant, (which is not 0 or 1728), then they are quadratic twists over K: Twisting respects Galois-invariant subgroups. So if we choose an elliptic curve over K whose j-invariant ða0; 1728Þ arises from a noncuspidal point of X 0 ðpÞðKÞ; then it is guaranteed to contain a G K -invariant subgroup of order p: We will denote the twist of the elliptic curve E=K; which becomes isomorphic to E over Kð By non-isomorphic, we mean that they have different j-invariants, although we will prove that there are also infinitely many twists of E; with #S p ðE ðdÞ =KÞXp m :
Proof. Since the genus g of X 0 ðpÞ is at most ðp þ 1Þ=12; we have that g þ 1p ðp þ 13Þ=12 (see [7, Corollary 9.11] ). Let j X denote the function sending a point of X 0 ðpÞ to the j-invariant of its associated elliptic curve. Let P and R be the cusps of X 0 ðpÞ whose ramification indices, with respect to j X ; are 1 and p; respectively. Since PAX 0 ðpÞðQÞ; and cððg þ 1ÞPÞX2; there is a function tAQðX 0 ðpÞÞ whose zero divisor is nP; with 1pnpg Take an elliptic curve E 1 =K such that jðE 1 Þ ¼ j C ðt 0 ; s 0 Þ: If q is a prime of K and v q ð jðE 1 ÞÞo0 then E 1 has split multiplicative, non-split multiplicative or I n n reduction. Twists can be found of each of the three types. Let dAK n be such that E ¼ E ðdÞ 1 has split multiplicative reduction at any prime q; with v q ðt 0 Þ > 0 and non-split multiplicative reduction at any other prime q; with v q ð j C ðt 0 ; s 0 ÞÞo0: By the Chinese remainder theorem, there exist infinitely many such d; with the extra property that they are pairwise different modulo K * 2 :
Let E 0 be the image of the given isogeny on E: Let q be a prime with v q ðt 0 Þ > 0: We have split multiplicative reduction at q and p[ c E;q : So from Proposition 3 we have
At all other primes, the reduction is not split multiplicative, so c E 0 ;q =c E;q ¼ 1 (see Remark 2). Since ½K : Q ¼ n and the degree of j is p; we have that
Therefore we have
The first inequality comes from Corollary 1. The second inequality comes from Cassels' Theorem 
From [5] , we can choose a coordinate t on X 0 ðpÞ such that j X ðtÞ ¼ fr p ðtÞ=t:
p n -Selmer groups over Q
In this section we will show that the number of elements of S Definition 3. For p prime and nX1; define Cðp; nÞ to be the curve H n =ðG 0 ðp n Þ-G 1 ðp nÀ1 ÞÞ: Let j Cðp;nÞ denote the function sending a point of Cðp; nÞ to the j-invariant of its associated elliptic curve.
From standard theory about modular curves it follows that Cðp; nÞ is defined over Q: All cusps of Cðp; nÞ with index p n (with respect to j Cðp;nÞ ) lie above the unique cusp of X 0 ðp n Þ with index p n (with respect to its j-map) and at least one is defined over Q: The curve Cðp; nÞ classifies elliptic curves with a cyclic isogeny of degree p n and a point of order p nÀ1 in the kernel of the isogeny. Every K-rational point gives rise to an elliptic curve E=K; a K-rational cyclic isogeny of degree p n and a K-rational point of order p nÀ1 in the kernel of the isogeny. The cyclic isogeny will be used to get large p n -Selmer groups, while the point of order p nÀ1 will be used to bound the sizes of the corresponding p nÀ1 -Selmer groups. Using Hurwitz' formula we find that the genus of both curves is 0. & The second part of this section is to show whenever Cðp; nÞ has genus 0, that the quotient of the sizes of S p n ðE=QÞ and S p nÀ1 ðE=QÞ gets arbitrarily large.
Proposition 5. Let K be a number field. Suppose E=K corresponds to a point of Cðp; nÞðKÞ: Let j : E-E 0 be the cyclic isogeny of degree p n : Then E 0 ½ # j has a G Ksubmodule isomorphic to m p nÀ1 :
Proof. Let c : E-E 00 be the isogeny gotten by dividing out by the group generated by a K-rational point of order p nÀ1 in the kernel of j: Since E½cDZ=ðp nÀ1 ÞZ as 
Now let j be a cyclic isogeny of degree p k from E to E 0 over Q: We associate four sets of bad primes to j: Let S 1 be the set of primes q; different from p; with c E;q =c E 0 ;q ¼ p k : Let S 2 be the set of primes q; different from p; with c E;q =c E 0 ;q ¼ p Àk : Let S 3 be the set of other bad primes, together with p and the archimedian valuation. Let S be the union of S 1 ; S 2 and S 3 : Proposition 6. Let E=Q be an elliptic curve. Let j : E-E 0 be a cyclic isogeny of degree p k over Q: Suppose that either E½jDEðQÞ or E 0 ½ # jDE 0 ðQÞ: Then
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that E½jDEðQÞ; thus E 0 ½ # jDm p k as Galois-modules.
A standard result is that
From Lemma 1, for every qAS 2 ; an element of S j ðE=QÞ restricted to H 1 ðG Q q ; E½jÞ is trivial, hence unramified. So
and similarly
To bound #S j ðE=QÞ; we note
By the Kronecker-Weber Theorem, the size of the latter group is bounded by p k#ðS 1 ,S 3 Þ : To bound #S # j ðE=QÞ; we note
By Kummer theory, the size of the latter group is bounded by p k#ðS 2 ,S 3 Þ : Since we have the exact sequence S j ðE=QÞ-S Proof. Let C be Cðp; nÞ if p n ¼ 16 or 25. Let C be X 1 ð9Þ if p n ¼ 9: Let j C be the function sending a point of C to the j-invariant of its associated elliptic curve.
There is a cusp PACðQÞ; whose ramification index, with respect to j C ; is p n : Thus ord P ð j C Þ ¼ Àp n : Since C has genus 0 and a Q-rational point, we have CD Q P 1 : Therefore, there is a function TAQðCÞ; of degree 1, with ord P ðTÞ ¼ 1:
If p n ¼ 16 or 25 then let E 1 ðp nÀ1 Þ be the universal family for X 1 ðp nÀ1 Þ and let E ¼ E 1 ðp nÀ1 Þ Â X 1 ðp nÀ1 Þ Cðp; nÞ: If p n ¼ 9 then let E be the universal family for X 1 ð9Þ: Then E is an elliptic curve over QðTÞ whose specialization at t we denote E t : There are only finitely many tAQ such that E t is not an elliptic curve. We will avoid such t:
We can choose a Weierstrass equation for E whose coefficients are in Z½T: From above, we have v T ð jðEÞÞ ¼ Àp n : Since j ¼ c There is an isogeny j of degree p n on E; defined over QðTÞ; which specializes on each E t to the given isogeny of degree p n : Let E 0 be its image. Let jðE 0 Þ ¼ T a f 3 ðTÞ=f 4 ðTÞ where aAZ; f 3 ; f 4 AZ½T; f 3 ð0Þf 4 ð0Þa0 and the contents of f 3 and f 4 are relatively prime.
Let S 0 be the set of primes containing the archimedian prime and the primes dividing pf 1 ð0Þf 2 ð0Þf 3 ð0Þf 4 ð0Þ: (Note, the primes dividing f 3 ð0Þf 4 ð0Þ are redundant, but it is easier to throw them in than to prove this.) Let r be the constant given in Corollary 3 (in Appendix A) with respect to the polynomial f 1 and r 0 ¼ r þ #S 0 : We define k ¼ 3nr 0 þ 3n À 2r 0 : Let t 0 be the product of m þ k distinct primes that are not in S 0 : Let t ¼ t 0 f 1 ð0Þu for some integer u; for which f 1 ðtÞ has at most r prime divisors. From Corollary 3 there are infinitely many such t:
Let j t be the given K-rational isogeny of degree p n on E t and let E 0 t be its image. Note E 0 t is the specialization of E 0 at t: Let p be the projection map from C to X 0 ðp n Þ: Denote the Atkin-Lehner involution on X 0 ðp n Þ by W : Let j X AQðX 0 ðp n ÞÞ be the function sending a point to the j-invariant of its associated elliptic curve. The point P 0 ¼ pðPÞ is a cusp of X 0 ðp n Þ; defined over Q; whose ramification index, with respect to j X is p n : The image of P 0 under W is also a cusp and has ramification index 1 with respect to j X (see [10, pp. 25 Proof. Let r be the constant given in Corollary 3 (in Appendix A) for the polynomial f N : Let t 0 be the product of m þ 4r þ 10 distinct primes. Let t ¼ t 0 u for an integer u such that E t;N is an elliptic curve and f N ðtÞ has at most r prime divisors. By Corollary 3, there are infinitely many such t: We have The first divides follows from Propositions 2 and 7. The second divides follows from Theorem 1 and a generalization of Remark 1. The third divides follows from Corollary 1. For N ¼ 10; the result follows.
For N ¼ 12; we must show that we have enough elements of order 4. Let R be the Q-rational point of order 2 in E 0 t;12 ½ # j t;12 : Let c be the isogeny on E 0 t;12 whose kernel is generated by R and let E 00 t;12 be its image. Let q be a prime dividing t: By the argument given in the proof of Theorem 3, we see that c E 0 t;12 ;q =c E 00 t;12 ;q ¼ 1=2: So for the isogeny c; the prime q is in S 2 : The number of primes in S 1 ,S 3 is bounded by r þ 2:
Thus, by Proposition 6, we have If we take an arbitrary polynomial f AZ½X ; with f ð0Þa0; then we expect that for many TAZ the number of primes dividing f ðTÞ will be small. In this section we make this precise by citing a result of Halberstam-Richert and then adjusting it a bit.
Theorem 5 (Halberstam and Richert [6, Theorem 10.4] ). Let f AZ½X be a polynomial of degree at least 1. Suppose that for every prime p; there exists a yAZ=pZ such that f ðyÞc0 mod p: Then there exists a constant r depending on the degree of f and the degree of its irreducible factors such that there exist infinitely many integers n; such that f ðnÞ has at most r prime factors.
Corollary 3. Let f AZ½X be a polynomial of degree at least 1, such that f ð0Þ ¼ a 0 a0: Then there exists a constant r; such that for every m > 0; there exists infinitely many T; such that T has at least m prime divisors and f ðTÞ has at most r prime divisors.
Proof. Let gðX Þ ¼ f ða 0 X Þ=a 0 : Let T 0 be the product of m prime numbers. Define hðX Þ ¼ gðT 0 X Þ: Then hð0Þ ¼ 1; so we can apply the former theorem to h; which gives a constant we denote r 0 : So there exist infinitely many n such that hðnÞ ¼ gðT 0 nÞ has at most r 0 prime divisors. Hence the number of prime divisors of f ða 0 T 0 nÞ is at most r 0 plus the number of primes that divide a 0 : Take r to be this sum.
Since the degrees of the irreducible factors of h and f are the same, r 0 (hence r) only depends on f : &
